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Portability
This is one of the easiest chocolate bars to fit in your pocket and if 
you have one of those fake pockets, it is just as easy to hold! 

With its small 4x3x1 shape it has the second smallest surface area 
which makes it the perfect little snack!



It fits perfectly!😲



Stackability
It s flat but wide shape makes stacking this product a 
breeze. 

With its thin base and mediam wide width it is able to stack 
on multiple versions of itself.



It stacks so easily!



Artistic Design
Having a small but wide exterior this 4x3x1 is the perfect 
shape for the new Ooey Gooey product. 

It has best shape to express its artistic design. When a 
customer is reaching this product the first thing that they 
are going to see is how it looks.



Wow its so pretty 😍



How to write “Birthday Cake” in modern calligraphy



Economic Advantage
With its small shape it has the second smallest surface area 
which makes it cheaper for the company. 

You may be thinking that the one with the smallest surface 
area would be a better choice but the 2x2x3 only has so 
much for artistic design.

With less surface area the customers will also love that they 
are buying a product that is not only good but eco-friendly.



And it costs so little!



Math
This net is 38 sq units making it the 
second smallest net. 

Since the face it 4x3 there needs to be 
two of that. The sides are 4x1 and 
there are two. The top and bottom are 
both 3x1. (This represents the surface 
area)

In total the net is 38 sq units. 



BTS
Here’s the 

process of how 

we created our 
Ooey – Gooey 

packaging!



Bloopers
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